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Question 1 – Nonce-Based Encryption (2+2 Points)
Let E : {0, 1}k ×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a secure block cipher. You already know that CBC and
CTR modes with E are secure against Chosen-Plaintext Attacks (CPA) up to the birthday
bound (2n/2 encrypted blocks) as long as the initial value (IV ) is chosen uniformly at random
for every encryption. In contrast, for nonce-based encryption, the user/adversary must provide
a unique (not necessarily random) IV for each encryption. Explain for (a) nonce-based CTR
mode and (b) nonce-based CBC mode either why they are also CPA-secure for up to 2n/2

blocks or show efficient attacks.

Question 2 – Generic Composition (4 Points)
Let MAC : {0, 1}k×{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n−1 be a SUF-CMA-secure MAC which produces (n−1)-
bit authentication tags. Let MAC

′

K(M) := MACK(M) ‖LSB(M) append the least signifi-
cant bit of M to the tag. Clearly, MAC

′ is at least as SUF-CMA-secure as MAC.

Alice uses MAC
′ to construct an AE scheme from the composition of (MAC

′

K1
,CTRK2

)
with independent secret keys K1, K2, where the output of MAC

′ is used as initial value
for a counter-mode encryption. You can assume that CTR mode uses a secure block cipher
E : {0, 1}k ×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n internally. Given some message M , the construction computes

IV = MAC
′

K1
(M) and C = CTRK2

(IV,M),

and outputs (IV,C) as authenticated ciphertext. AE security means Ciphertext Integrity
(CI) plus chosen-plaintext privacy (CPA). Explain briefly why this composition provides AE
security or show an efficient attack against either its ciphertext integrity or its privacy.

Note: The following works provide deeper insights into Authenticated Encryption: [1, 3, 4].

Question 3 – Deterministic Authenticated Encryption (2 Points)
For which scenario(s) is it senseful to use deterministic instead of nonce-based authenticated
encryption? Explain your answers briefly.

� When the associated data is constant.

� When the messages are cryptographic keys.

� When the messages are very small and are likely to repeat.

� When messages possess a high entropy and are highly unlikely to repeat.
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Question 4 – Tweakable Block Ciphers (2+2+2 Points)
Let E : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a secure n-bit block cipher. Imagine, Alice wants to
transform it into a secure tweakable block cipher Ẽ : {0, 1}k ×{0, 1}n×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}n that
takes an additional n-bit tweak T . For each of the following constructions, show either why
it is secure against chosen-ciphertext adversaries or show an efficient attack.

a) EK(T,M) := EK(Mi ⊕ T )⊕ T .

b) EK(T,M) := EK(Mi ⊕ T ′), where T ′ ← EK(T ).

c) EK(T,M) := EK(Mi ⊕ T ′)⊕ T ′, where T ′ ← EK(T ).

Question 5 – Naive RSA I (2+2 Points)

a) Let n = p · q be an RSA modulus for two secret large primes p and q. Show how one
can efficiently compute p and q when n and ϕ(n) are known.

b) Assume, the RSA moduli of Alice (nA) and Bob (nB) are different, but share a common
prime factor p: nA = p · qA and nB = p · qB. Show how an adversary who knows only
nA and nB can factorize them efficiently.

Question 6 – Naive RSA II (4 Points)
Read Section 5 of [2] before solving the following task: Alice wants to share a symmetric key
with Bob. She encrypts the small (64-bit) secret key K with Bob’s public RSA key (n, e) by
padding it with zeroes to 2048 bits (the length of n) and computes

C ← (0..0 ‖K)e mod n.

Thereupon, she sends C to Bob. Discuss either why this key exchange is secure or describe an
efficient attack that can recover K with significant probability and far less than 264 operations.

Question 7 – Naive RSA Signatures (3 Points)
Let n be Alice’ RSA modulus, d her private, and e her public key. The naive RSA signature
scheme is defined as

Signn,d(m) := md mod n, Verifyn,e(s,m) :=

{
true if se mod n = m,

false otherwise.

Assume, Eve sees two valid distinct message-signature pairs (m1, s1) and (m2, s2), where
si = Signn,d(mi). Show how an adversary that does not know d can forge a third valid
signature from this information.
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Question 8 – ElGamal Encryption (2+3 Points)
Repeat autonomously the definitions of group, cyclic group, generator, and group order. We
denote X և X to mean that X was chosen uniformly at random from a set X .

Let Z∗

p be a cyclic group for some prime p. Let g be a generator in Z
∗

p. The secret key of Bob
is a uniformly at random chosen value a և Z

∗

p. His public key is (g, p,A) with A = ga mod p.
With the ElGamal encryption system, Alice encrypts a message M as follows:

C1 ← gb mod p, C2 ←M ·Ab mod p.

Alice sends the ciphertext C = (C1, C2) to Bob.

a) Describe how Bob can decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the original message M .

b) Assume, Alice sends a second ciphertext C ′ = (C ′

1
, C ′

2
) to Bob which was created with

the same b as the first ciphertext C. Show or disprove: if Eve knows the plaintext M ′ for
the second plaintext, she can efficiently compute the message M for the first ciphertext.

Question 9 – Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (2+2+2 Points)
Alice and Bob want to exchange keys with the Diffie-Hellman protocol. They agree on a large
prime p and a generator g ∈ Z

∗

p. Alice chooses a secret a և Z
∗

p and Bob a secret b և Z
∗

p both
uniformly at random. Alice computes A ← ga mod p and sends it to Bob. Bob computes
B ← gb mod p and sends it to Alice.

a) Show how Alice and Bob compute their common key K.

b) In general, would the choice of g = p− 1 be a good idea? Explain briefly why/why not.

c) Assume that p− 1 = m · q for a small m and q also a large prime. Further, assume that
Alice accidentally chooses a = q as her secret exponent. Eve is an adversary that sees
only the values A and B by eavesdropping. How many keys would Eve have to test to
find K and why?

Question 10 – Key Lengths (2 Points)
Assume that Alice is given four TLS options from her browser for securing the connection
to her bank. Which of the following 〈cipher〉-〈key length〉-〈mode〉, and size for RSA primes
provides theoretically the highest effective security and why?

• 3DES-CBC with 4096-bit primes for RSA.

• AES-128-CBC with 3072-bit primes for RSA.

• AES-256-ECB with 2048-bit primes for RSA.

• AES-256-CBC with 1024-bit primes for RSA.
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